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The prince of Park Avenue finally meets his match in a feisty Manhattan princess. I've made every

one of my billions of dollars myself - I'm calculating, astute and the best at what I do. It takes drive

and dedication to build what I have. And it leaves no time for love or girlfriends or relationships. But

don't get me wrong, I'm not a monk. I understand the attention and focus it takes to seduce a

beautiful woman. They're the same skills I use to close business deals. But one night is where it

begins and ends. I'm not the guy who sends flowers. I'm not the guy who calls the next day. Or so I

thought before an impatient, smart-talking, beyond beautiful heiress bursts into my world. When

Grace Astor rolls her eyes at me - I want to hold her against me and show her what she's been

missing. When she makes a joke at my expense - I want to silence her sassy mouth with my

tongue. And when she leaves straight after we f--k with barely a goodbye - it makes me want to pin

her down and remind her of the three orgasms she just had. She might be a princess but I'm going

to show her who rules in this Park Avenue bedroom. A sexy, standalone, contemporary romance.
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I think I want to live on Park Avenue. Louise Bay introduces us to the Park Avenue Prince and who

wouldn't want to meet Sam Shaw.Sam Shaw is not only a billionaire but he is a man that has had a

past that he seems that there will never be a chance moving on from until the day he meets Grace

Astor.Grace Astor is a woman who has grown up on Park Avenue but has moved on and become a

successful woman owning her own gallery but when it comes to a personal life she has the best of



friends but the worst luck in love.When Sam & Grace meet both of them have walls in place not only

on a personal level but an emotional one too, but can spending time together knock down those

walls and bring them to a point where maybe they can see a HEA. There will be some ups and

downs but with the love of your friends and family maybe you can get to the point that you can see

that something's are worth fighting for.

Park Avenue Prince by Louise Bay......What happens when the hot Prince meets the beautiful

Princess? You get the beautiful perfect modern day fairytale. Sam and Grace find each other at

Grace's art gallery, neither one looking for a relationship. One kiss, bantering and dares or trades

between each other, is all it takes to become more then one night. Wow this was my first book by

Louise Bay and she is an amazing author, I can't wait to read more. This is one book you will want

to read. I voluntarily reviewed an advance reader copy of this book.

This book had an awkward start for me. In the beginning we meet Grace, who is a young gallery

owner. She's smart, independent, beautiful and not at all self centered or conceited. I liked her a lot.

Then she meets Sam, who is a billionaire, guarded and aloof, but somehow he takes an interest in

her. Something sparks his curiosity and he wants to get to know her. At first she really is not

interested, as she's not attracted to him. He's not her type. She thinks he's just another entitled rich

man. So at first their interactions are almost awkward. I really didn't feel any chemistry between

them. Not even a spark. The first time they're intimate it was weird to me. It felt almost like a

business transaction, in the way that it was impersonal. I almost gave up and stopped reading,

thinking the whole book would be like that. I'm definitely not a fan of insta love, but in think there has

to be some chemistry between the H and h from the beginning. But I was wrong. The author very

subtly developed that chemistry, and I think it was brilliantly done. We get to experience how the

couple get to know each other, and how their feelings start to develop and grow.I was a little

disappointed when the H pushed the h away. I thought he was being overly dramatic not being able

to get over what happened in his past, but I guess it was all for the benefit of giving us angst within

the plot. I would have liked to see him grovel a little more at th he end, but I also understood that it

wasn't in Grace's nature to make him suffer. She was too nice and she loved Sam too

much.I'm/glad I stuck with the book past the firsts chaptes that I found a little dull. It was worth it,

and now that I read the book I can perfectly understand why the author wrote them like that.It is my

first book by this author, but it won't be the last.



Park Avenue Prince by Louise Bay is the second standalone book that follows the same group of

friends introduced in King of Wall Street and now followed by Duke of Manhattan. It is a sexy

romance with plenty of angst and heartwarming moments. Told in dual POV we get to meet Grace

Astor who finally owns her own art gallery and Sam Shaw who has built himself up from nothing into

a Park Avenue Prince.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€¹ Wait and hope."When these two meet the sparks are there

but both of them have goals in their lives that won't allow such interferences as attraction. Until Sam

can't help himself and Grace can't help but say yes. Sam makes her a deal she can't resist and as a

result they get to spend more time together, picking out art for his apartment and learning more

about each other.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€¹ Ultimate bliss."Sam's background causes him to keep everyone

at a distance and when something happens that causes him to react poorly all the emotion bleeds

into the page. His losses at a young age, Grace's pain at his reactionary behavior. It is palpable and

infuriating and perfectly written. The Happy Ever After is there but the journey has it's ups and

downs. Enjoy!

Just not a great one. And it could have been. The writing was good, with an occasional grammatical

error here and there. The characters are where Ms. Bay was a hit and miss.While most of the

secondary characters felt well-developed, I felt that Sam was too much of an automaton. I really got

what Ms. Bay was going for, but it seemed that Sam's realization of what he was doing, and what he

could potentially lose, came upon him at just the opportune time. I guess what I'm saying is that it

felt contrived.I wondered if Angie had never had this conversation with Sam before, about his ability

to love, etc. I know I heard Grace say it, but it didn't seem to sink in when she did. So it bothered

me.I also had trouble feeling their passion when they weren't in the throes of sex. I mean, all these

"complaints" could certainly be my stuff, and not what other readers felt, but since this is my

review...Overall a good read. I just see the potential for Ms. Bay to produce some great reads. I

hope some of the other ones I read well show me I'm right.
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